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I am a unique solution for professional personnel issues. A messenger between employees, centers, roles, 
workplaces or people. I create and update each employee‘s personal card, which has a unique online access. 
I make employee information and events available to executives, human resources workers, security officers and 
managers.

And more:

 I can use any employee identification element 
(card, QR code, fingerprint, etc.)

 I prevent gross violations of work duties
 Before allowing employees to enter the 

workplace, I perform a breath alcohol test 
according to set parameters

 Before allowing employees to enter the 
workplace, I automatically train an untrained 
employee in OSH regulations

 I automatically create a report on the performed 
alcohol test and OHS regulations training

 I inform people with set subscriptions about events
 I update new safety regulations online
 I keep a record of personnel time sheets in 

a mobile application
 I provide a solution for recording attendance by 

the worker outside the workplace

 I submit the attendance to the authorized 
person for approval and adjustment

 I give each worker access to all of the 
regulations they have ever been trained 
in and to the archive of their protocols

 I keep a record of the tool dispensing 
history and display the current status of 
the borrowed tools per employee

 I provide records of handover of tools 
among workers in combination with the 
module Warehouse

 I keep statistics of work done sorted by 
workplace, center and worker

 I classify employees according to 
professions, centers, roles and job 
positions in the workplace

I am Adam - an assistant software with a unique 
solution for professional personnel issues
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We will connect all your workplaces 
worldwide into one unit

Your work will get a whole new dimension, and you 
will decide what specific information you want to 
receive. You will be able to have a continuous overview 
of all the events at the workplace as well as be able 
to influence them 24/7/365 from one location.


